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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to generalize a fixed point theorem given by Popescu[20]. We also complement and 
extend some very recent results proved by Suzuki [T. Suzuki, A generalized Banach contraction principle that characterizes 
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1. Introduction 
Let (X, d) be a metric space, T a self-mapping on X and k a nonnegative real number such that the inequality 
),(),( yxkdTyTxd   holds for any Xyx , . If 1<k  then T is said to be a contractive mapping and if k = 1, then T is 
said to be a nonexpansive mapping. The Banach theorem states that if X is complete, then every contractive mapping has a 
unique fixed point. There exists an ample vast literature about contractive and nonexpansive type mappings, where the 
contractive and nonexpansive conditions are replaced with more general conditions (see, for instance [1 - 13]). 
In 1980 Gregus[15] proved the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space B and CCT :  a mapping that 
satisfies  
 ],[ PPPPPPPP TyyTxxbyxaTyTx   (1) 
 for all Cyx , , where 0>a , 0>b  and 1=2ba . Then T has a unique fixed point. 
This result motivated many authors in further investigations. Abdeljawad and Karapinar[1], Ciric [4], Delbosco et al.[10], 
Diviccaro et al.[12], Fisher[13], Fisher and Sessa[14], Jungck[16], Li[17], Murthy et al.[18], Mukherjee and Verma[19], 
Raswan and Ahmed[22]. Ciric[5] has constructed an example to show that if the mapping T satisfies Bogin result 1.1[21] with 
b = 0 and if a and c are such that (1) holds, then T need not have a fixed point. The following remarkable generalization of the 
classical Banach contraction theorem, due to Suzuki[26], has lead to some important contributions in metric fixed point 
theory 28])25[11,20,23,, ,( instanceforsee . 
In 2009, Popescu[21] generalizes Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 1.2 Let X be a complete convex metric space and let XXT :  be a selfmapping.         Assume that 
),(),(1/2 yxdTxxd   
which implies    ),,(),(),(),( TyybdTxxbdyxadTyTxd   
 where 0>a , 0>b  and and 1=2ba . Then T has a unique fixed point. 
Recently, Tiwari et al. [29] proved a common fixed point theorem for weakly compatible mappings in symmetric 
spaces satisfying an integral type contractive condition. 
In this paper, we establish a common fixed point theorem of Suzuki type in complete convex metric space which 
generalizes Theorem 2.4 Popescu[21]. 
 Now, we require following definition to prove our next result. 
Definition 1.3 (Takahashi[28]) Let (X, d) be a metric space. A mapping XXXW  [0,1]:  is said to be a 
convex structure on X if for each [0,1]),,(  XXyx   and Xu  
),()(1),()),,(,( yudxudyxWud   . The metric space X together with W is called a convex metric space. It 
is obvious that in a convex metric space we have ),()(1=)),,(,( yxdyxWxd    and 
),(=)),,(,( yxdyxWyd  . 
Now we prove a generalization of Popescu[21] theorem. 
2.Main results 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a complete convex metric space and let XXT :  be a selfmapping. Assume that 
),(),(1/2 yxdTxxd   which implies  
 )},(),(),,({  ),( TyydTxxdyxdmaxpTyTxd   
 (2)              ),,(),(),( TyybdTxxbdyxad   
 where 0>a , 0>b , 0p  and 1=2 pba  . Then T has a unique fixed point. 
Proof. Let Xx 0 , 0= xTu
n





nnnn   , we have 
from the assumption that  
 .},{ 111   nnnnnnn bdbdaddddmaxpd  
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  for all 0n . So, nd  is a decreasing sequence. 
Let ,1/2),(= 0
2
0 xTTxWt  and ,1/2),(= 0
3
0
2 xTxTWz . Suppose that ),(1/2<),( 0
2













0 zxTdzTxdxTTxd   
 ),,(< 0
2
0 xTTxd  
 which is a contradiction. 
Thus we have ),(1/2),( 0
2
00 xTTxdzTxd  . From the assumption we obtain  
 )},(),(),,({ ),( 0
2
000




00 TzzbdxTTxbdzTxad   








2 zxTdzxTdxTxTd   
 
 we also obtain,  














2 TzzbdxTxTbdzxTad   




2 xTTzdxTTzdTzzd   
 ),(),(),(1/2[ 0
2
00 TzzbdxTTxbdzTxad   
 )}],(),(),,({  0
2






2 xTxTbdzxTad   





2 TzzdxTxTdzxTdmaxpTzbd z   
 
 Thus we get  
 ),(2),(2),(2),(),(),()2(2 00000
2
0 TxxpdTzzpdTxxbdxTzadTxzadTzzdb   
 or  
 ),(2),(2),(),(),()22(2 00000
2
0 TxxpdTxxbdxTzadTxzadTzzdpb   
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 Next we consider two cases.  
Case 1  Suppose that ).,(),(1/2 0
2
000 xTxTxxd   By the assumption we get  














0 xTxTbdTxxbdxTxad   
 000
2
000 22)],(),([ pdbdxTTxdTxxda   
 .)(1=)22(2 00 dpadpba   





00 xTTxdxTTxdTxzd   
 we obtain  
 .)1/2(2),( 00 dpaTxzd   











































 we have 1<1k  and 
01),( dkTzd z  . 
Case 2 Suppose that ),(>),(1/2 0
2
000 xTxdTxxd . We will show that there exists 1<2k  such that 
02),( dkTttd  . Assume that ),(1/2<),( 000 Txxdtxd . 
If ),,(1/2),( 000 TxxdtTxd   then we have  
 ).,(<),(),(),( 000000 TxxdtTxdtxdTxxd   
 which is a contradiction. So, we get ),(1/2>),( 000 TxxdtTxd . Since ),(1/2=),( 0
2
00 xTTxdtTxd , we obtain that 
),(>),( 000
2
0 TxxdxTTxd , which is also a contradiction. Therefore, we must have ),(),(1/2 000 txdTxxd  . By the 
assumption we get  
 )]},(),([),,({  ),( 0000 TxxdTttdtxdmaxpTtTxd   
               ).,(),(),( 000 TxxbdTttbdtxad   
 Since ),(),(1/2=),(1/2 000
2
0 txdtxdxTTxd  , we also get  
 )},(),(),,({  ),( 0
2
000
2 xTTxdTttdtTxdmaxpTtxTd   
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               ).,(),(),( 0
2
00 xTTxbdTttbdtTxad   
 Hence we obtain  
 ),(1/2),(1/2),( 0
2
0 TtxTdTtTxdTttd   
 )}],(),(),,({ ),(),(),(1/2[ 000000 TxxdTttdtxdmaxpTxxbdTttbdtxad   
 ),(),(),(1/2[ 0
2
00 xTTxbdTttbdtTxad   
 )}].,(),(),,({ 0
2
00 xTTxdTttdtTxdmaxp   
 Thus 
 ),( ),(),(/2),(/2),()(1 000000 TxxpdTxxbdtTxdatxdaTttdpb   
 ),( ),(),(/4),(/2= 00000
2
00 TxxpdTxxbdxTTxdatxda   




0000 1/41/2<),(1/2),(1/2),( ddxTxdTxxdtxd   
 ,3/4= 0d  


















=2  we have 1<2k  and 02),( dkTttd  . 
Hence in all cases there exists 1<k  and Xy  such that ),(<),( 00 TxxkdTyyd . Therefore 
0=}:),({ XxTxxdinf  . 
Next, we will prove that the infimum is attained. Take the following system of sets: 
)/(2),(::= nrTxxdXxKn  , nTK  and nTK , where nTK  is the closure of 
))/(1(1=, pbparTKn  , 1n . For any nKyx ,  such that ),(),(1/2 yxdTxxd   we have  
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<),(  . 
Hence nyxd 1/),(   for all nKyx , , that is nKdiam n 1/)(  . Since ),(),(
2 TxxxTTxd   
we have nn KKT )(  and then, nKTdiamKTdiam nn 1/))((=))((  . 
Supposing nKy  then for any 0>  there exists nKy 
,
 such that .<),( , Tyyd  
 If ),(1/2<),( ,,, Tyydyyd  and ),(1/2<),( ,2,, yTTydTyyd , then  
 ),(),(<),( ,,,, TyydyydTyyd   
 ).,()],(),(1/2[< ,,,2,,, TyydyTTydTyyd   
 which is a contradiction. Hence, either ),(1/2),( ,,, Tyydyyd   or ),(1/2),( ,2,, yTTydTyyd  . 
In the first case, we have by the assumption 
 },(),(),,({   ),( ,,,, TyydTyydyydmaxpTyTyd   
 ).,(),(),( ,,, TyybdTyybdyyad   
Thus  



















TyydpbyTydTyyda    





























 In the second case, from the assumption we obtain  
 )},(),,(),,({ ),( ,2,,,2 yTTybdTyydTyydmaxpyTTyd   
 ).,(),(),( ,2,, yTTybdTyybdTyyad   
But 2=),(2),( ,,2, TyydyTTyd  . And then  
 ),(),(),( ,2,2 TyyTdyTydTyyd   




















Tyydpba    
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   












   
 Since 0>  is arbitrary, we get )/(2),( nrTyyd  , i.e. nKy . Hence we have nn KKT )( . Therefore, 
})({ nKT  is a decreasing sequence of closed nonempty sets with diam 0))(( nKT  as n . Thus they have a 
nonempty intersection. Since nn KKT )( , we obtain that there exists nKu  for all n . This implies that u  is a fixed 
point of T . If v  is another fixed point of T , since ),(0=),(1/2 vudTuud   we have 
 
 ),()(),()(),(),(=),( vvdpbuudpbvuadTvTudvud   
 ).,(= vuad  
 which is a contradiction. 
Remark 2.2. If we put 0=p  in above, we get Theorem 2.4 of Popescu[21]. Now we finish the following to validate our 
result. 
















=    1/6,
;=0),1[    ,
2









We will prove that:  
1. T has a unique fixed point. 
2. T satisfies condition (4) with 1/8=1/4,=3/4,= pba  







=),( TyydTxxdyxdmaxpTyydTxxdyxdyxm  .  
3.T  does not satisfy Suzuki condition from Theorem 1.3 of Popescu[21]. 









= pba . 
Proof. 1 is obvious. Next, we consider the following to prove 2.  


















||(21/24)=),( xyyxm   and ),(|=|),( yxmxyTyTxd   and (2) holds.  
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  and ),(||
2
1
=),( yxmxyTyTxd   so (2) 
holds.  



















xTyTxd   











xxy  , so (2) holds.  
    • If Vx , Uy , then ),(),( TyTxdyxm   like in (iii). 
    • For Ux , 
4
3




















yxdTxxd   we have |
4
3
|  xx , so .
8
3























),( TyTxdyxm   then ),(),( yxmTyTxd   and (2) holds. 
    • For Vx , 
4
3










































TyTxd  (2) holds.  
    • If 
4
3



















yyxm   and |
6
1


















 y  So, 
24
17









),( yxm  and 
6
1
),( TyTxd . Hence (2) holds.  
    • If 
4
3




























TyTxd  Hence (2) 
holds. 
    • If yx =  then (2) is obvious.  
    • If 0=x , 1=y , then ),(=1<0=),()( yxdTxxdr  and 1=),( TyTxd , so condition from 
Theorem 1.3 of Popescu[21]. does not hold. 
    • If 
4
3
=x  , 1=y  we have 
3
2





















=),( yxm  
so ),(>),( yxmTyTxd . Therefore Gregus condition (1) does not hold. 
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